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Verisign, Inc.,

u

XYZ.com, LLC et al,

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA

ALEXANDRIA DIVISION

ff,

Defendants.

Civil Action No. 1:14-cv-01749 CMH-

DEFENDANT DANIEL NEGA_RI'S OBJECTIONS TO PLAINTIFF VERISIGN, INC.'S
FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS

Pursuant to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and the applicable Local Civil Rules of

the Eastern District of Virginia, Defendant Daniel Negari (Negari) hereby timely objects to

Plaintiff's First Set of Requests for Production of Documents to Negari (Requests) by Plaintiff

Verisign, Inc. (Verisign) dated March 31, 2015, as follows:

OBJECTIONS TO DEFINITIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS

1. Negari objects to the definition of "XYZ.COM" as vague and ambiguous as to the

terms "affiliates," "consultants," and "representatives".

2. Negari objects to the definition of "XYZ.COM" to the extent it would bring

within the scope of any request information protected by the attorney-client privilege, attorney-

work-product doctrine, joint-defense or common-interest doctrine, or other applicable privilege

or doctrine.

3. Negari objects to the definition of "Cyber2Media" to the extent it would bring

within the scope of any request information protected by the attorney-client privilege, attorney-

work-product doctrine, joint-defense or common-interest doctrine, or other applicable privilege

or doctrine.
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4. Negari objects to the definitions of Network Solutions, Web.com, and ICANN as

overbroad and unduly burdensome.

5. Negari objects to the definitions of Network Solutions, Web.com, and ICANN to

the extent their inclusion in a request would call for information more readily available from

another source than Negari,

6. Negari objects to the definition of "XYZ Promotion" as vague and ambiguous

because of its complexity and compound format.

7. Negari objects to the definitions of "concerning," "relating to," "related to," and

"pertaining to" as vague and ambiguous, and as overbroad and unduly burdensome to the extent

that their inclusion in a request would seek information "indirectly" concerning, relating to,

related to, or supporting the given subject.

8, Negari objects to the Instruction to produce "the file folder" that the requested

documents are maintained in as vague, ambiguous, overbroad, and imposing obligations that

exceed those imposed by the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Local Civil Rules of this Court,

and applicable case law.

OBJECTIONS TO REQUESTS

Negari reserves the right to modify or supplement these objections to the extent allowed

by the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, local rules of this Court, or any other applicable law.

REQUEST NO. 1:

All documents reviewed or relied upon in answering Plaintiff's First Set of

Interrogatories.

OBJECTION:

Negari objects to this Request to the extent it calls for the production of information

protected by the attorney-client privilege, attorney-work-product doctrine, joint-defense or

common-interest doctrine, or any other applicable protection. Negari also objects to the Request

to the extent that it seeks information that is confidential and/or proprietary and of a highly
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sensitive competitive nature. Negari further objects to this Request on the grounds that it is

overbroad and unduly burdensome in that it purports to call for the production of "all" such

documents. Negari incorporates by reference each and every objection asserted in Negari's

written objections to Plaintiff's First Set of Interrogatories to Negari.

REQUEST NO. 2:

All documents supporting your Affirmative Defenses.

OBJECTION:

Negari objects to this Request to the extent it calls for the production of information

protected by the attorney-client privilege, attorney-work-product doctrine, joint-defense or

common-interest doctrine, or any other applicable protection. Negari also objects to the Request

to the extent that it seeks information that is confidential and/or proprietary and of a highly

sensitive confidential nature. Negari further objects to this Request on the grounds that it is

overbroad and unduly burdensome in that it purports to call for the production of "all"

documents. Negari also objects to the Request on the grounds that it is premature and harassing

as Negari is not required to have completed its trial preparation at this time, including with

regard to any affirmative defenses.

REQUEST NO. 3:

One copy of all advertising you have used since January 1, 2012, including print,

television, radio, and Internet advertising (website, YouTube, blog posts, etc.).

OBJECTION:

Negari objects to the undefined term "advertising" as vague and ambiguous. Negari

further objects to this Request as not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible

evidence, harassing, overbroad, and unduly burdensome because the scope of the request far

exceeds the scope of any claim or defense in this action involving Verisign's allegations of false
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advertising in connection with the .xyz domain-name registry, Negari further objects to this

Request on the grounds that it is overbroad and unduly burdensome in that it purports to call for

the production of "all" advertising and that it is not limited to XYZ's operation of the .xyz

domain-name registry, which is the subject of this action. Negari also objects to this Request on

the grounds that it seeks information that is confidential and/or proprietary and of a highly

sensitive competitive nature.

REQUEST NO. 4:

All surveys, market research, focus group data, or other consumer perception data or

reports relating to messages consumers receive from your advertising.

OBJECTION:

Negari objects to the undefined terms "relating to messages consumers receive" and

"consumer perception data" as vague and ambiguous. Negari further objects to this Request as

not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence, harassing, overbroad,

and unduly burdensome because the scope of the request far exceeds the scope of any claim or

defense in this action involving Verisign's allegations of false advertising in connection with the

.xyz domain-name registry. Negari further objects to this Request on the grounds that it is

overbroad and unduly burdensome in that it calls for the production of "all" documents without

limiting the subject matter to XYZ's operation of the .xyz domain-name registry, which is the

subject of this action, Negari also objects to this Request on the grounds that it seeks information

that is confidential and/or proprietary and of a highly sensitive competitive nature.

REQUEST NO. 5:

All written agreements between XYZ.COM and Negari.

OBJECTION:

Negari objects to this Request as not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of

admissible evidence, harassing, overbroad, and unduly burdensome because any "written

agreements" between XYZ and Negari have no relevance to any claim or defense in this action
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involving Verisign's allegations of false advertising in connection with the .xyz domain-name

registry, Negari further objects to this Request on the grounds that it is overbroad and unduly

burdensome in that it calls for the production of "all written agreements" with XYZ without

limitation as to time or subject matter. Negari also objects to this Request on the grounds that it

seeks information that is confidential and/or proprietary and of a highly sensitive competitive

nature. Negari further objects to this Request to the extent it calls for the production of

information protected by the attorney-client privilege, attorney-work-product doctrine, joint-

defense or common-interest doctrine, or any other applicable protection.

REQUEST NO. 6:

All written agreements between XYZ.COM and Cyber2Media.

OBJECTION;

Negari objects to this Request as not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of

admissible evidence, harassing, overbroad, and unduly burdensome because any "written

agreements" between XYZ and Cyber2Media have no relevance to any claim or defense in this

action involving Verisign's allegations of false advertising in connection with the .xyz domain-

name registry. Negari further objects to the Request as unduly burdensome to the extent it calls

for the production of documents more readily available from another source than Negari,

including XYZ, from whom Verisign has also requested such documents, Negari further objects

to this Request on the grounds that it is overbroad and unduly burdensome in that it calls for the

production of "all written agreements" XYZ has with Cyber2Media without limitation as to time

or subject matter. Negari also objects to this Request on the grounds that it seeks information that

is confidential and/or proprietary and of a highly sensitive competitive nature.

REQUEST NO. 7:

All written agreements between XYZ,COM and Network Solutions,
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OBJECTION:

Negari objects to this Request as not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of

admissible evidence, harassing, overbroad, and unduly burdensome because any "written

agreements" between XYZ and Network Solutions have no relevance to any claim or defense in

this action involving Verisign's allegations of false advertising. Negari further objects to the

Request as unduly burdensome to the extent it calls for the production of documents more

readily available from another source than Negari, including XYZ, from whom Verisign has also

requested such documents. Negari also objects to this Request on the grounds that it is overbroad

and unduly burdensome in that it calls for the production of "all written agreements" XYZ has

with Network Solutions without limitation as to time or subject matter. Negari also objects to this

Request on the grounds that it seeks information that is confidential and/or proprietary and of a

highly sensitive competitive nature.

REQUEST NO. 8:

All written agreements between XYZ.COM and Web.com.

OBJECTION:

Negari objects to this Request as not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of

admissible evidence, harassing, overbroad, and unduly burdensome because any "written

agreements" between XYZ and Web.com have no relevance to any claim or defense in this

action involving Verisign's allegations of false advertising. Negari further objects to the Request

as unduly burdensome to the extent it calls for the production of documents more readily

available from another source than Negari, including XYZ, from whom Verisign has also

requested such documents. Negari also objects to this Request on the grounds that it is overbroad

and unduly burdensome in that it calls for the production of "all written agreements" XYZ has

with Web.com without limitation as to time or subject matter. Negari also objects to this Request

on the grounds that it seeks information that is confidential and/or proprietary and of a highly

sensitive competitive nature.
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REQUEST NO. 9:

All written agreements between XYZ.COM and Xin Net Technology Corp.

OBJECTION:

Negari objects to this Request as not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of

admissible evidence, harassing, overbroad, and unduly burdensome because any "written

agreements" between XYZ and Xin Net Technology Corp. have no relevance to any claim or

defense in this action involving Verisign's allegations of false advertising. Negari further objects

to the Request as unduly burdensome to the extent it calls for the production of documents more

readily available from another source than Negari, including XYZ, from whom Verisign has also

requested such documents. Negari also objects to this Request on the grounds that it is overbroad

and unduly burdensome in that it calls for the production of "all written agreements" XYZ has

with Xin Net Technology Corp. without limitation as to time or subject matter. Negari also

objects to this Request on the grounds that it seeks information that is confidential and/or

proprietary and of a highly sensitive competitive nature.

REQUEST NO. 10:

All written agreements between XYZ.COM and any other persons involved in the XYZ

Promotion.

OBJECTION:

Negari objects to Verisign's definition of "XYZ Promotion" as noted above, Negari

further objects to this Request as not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible

evidence, harassing, overbroad, and unduly burdensome because any "written agreements"

between XYZ and unspecified "any other persons" have no relevance to any claim or defense in

this action involving Verisign's allegations of false advertising. Negari further objects to the

Request as unduly burdensome to the extent it calls for the production of documents more

readily available from another source than Negari, including XYZ, from whom Verisign has also
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requested such documents. Negari further objects to this Request on the grounds that it is

overbroad and unduly burdensome in that it calls for the production of "all" agreements with

"any other persons". Negari further objects to this Request as vague and ambiguous as to the

undefined terms "any other persons" and "involved in". Negari also objects to this Request on

the grounds that it seeks information that is confidential and/or proprietary and of a highly

sensitive competitive nature.

REQUEST NO. 11:

All written agreements between XYZ.COM and ICANN.

OBJECTION:

Negari objects to this Request as not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of

admissible evidence, harassing, overbroad, and unduly burdensome because any "written

agreements" between XYZ and ICANN have no relevance to any claim or defense in this action

involving Verisign's allegations of false advertising. Negari further objects to the Request as

unduly burdensome to the extent it calls for the production of documents more readily available

from another source than Negari, including XYZ, from whom Verisign has also requested such

documents. Negari also objects to this Request on the grounds that it is overbroad and unduly

burdensome in that calls for the production of "all written agreements [with] ICANN" without

limitation as to time or subject matter. Negari further objects to the Request to the extent that it

seeks information that is readily available to Verisign from another source other than XYZ,

including publicly available.

REQUEST NO. 12:

All documents relating to complaints from registrants regarding the XYZ Promotion.

OBJECTION:

Negari objects to Verisign's definition of "XYZ Promotion" as noted above. Negari

objects to the undefined term "complaints" as vague and ambiguous. Negari further objects to
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__ _

this Request to the extent it calls for the production of information protected by the attorney-

client privilege, attorney-work-product doctrine, joint-defense or common-interest doctrine, or

any other applicable protection. Negari further objects to the Request as unduly burdensome to

the extent it calls for the production of documents more readily available from another source

than Negari, including XYZ, from whom Verisign has also requested such documents.

REQUEST NO. 13:

Ail documents relating to any ICANN audits of involving the XYZ Promotion.

OBJECTION:

Negari objects to Verisign's definition of "XYZ Promotion" as noted above. Negari

further objects to this Request on the grounds that it seeks information that is confidential and/or

proprietary, Negari further objects to the Request as not reasonably calculated to lead to the

discovery of admissible evidence, harassing, overbroad, and unduly burdensome because an

ICANN audit "of involving the XYZ Promotion" has no relevance to any claim or defense in this

action. Negari further objects to this Request to the extent it calls for the production of

information protected by the attorney-client privilege, attorney-work-product doctrine, joint-

defense or common-interest doctrine, or any other applicable protection. Negari further objects to

the Request as unduly burdensome to the extent it calls for the production of documents more

readily available from another source than Negari, including XYZ, from whom Verisign has also

requested such documents.

REQUEST NO. 14;

All emails to or from Negari mentioning .COM or Verisign (including, but not limited to,

communications between Negari and third parties, including domain name commentators such as

Ricic Schwartz, Andrew Allemann and NPR).
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OBJECTION:

Negari objects to the undefined terms ".COM" and "commentators" as vague and

ambiguous. Negari objects to this Request as overbroad, unduly burdensome, harassing, and not

reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence to the extent it calls for the

production of "all emails" including any domain name or URL containing ".com" or referencing

"Verisign". Negari also objects to this Request on the grounds that it is overbroad and unduly

burdensome in that it purports to call for the production of "all" emails without limitation as to

time. Negari further objects to this Request on the grounds that it seeks information that is

confidential and/or proprietary. Negari also objects to this Request to the extent it calls for the

production of information protected by the attorney-client privilege, attorney-work-product

doctrine, joint-defense or common-interest doctrine, or any other applicable protection. Negari

further objects to the Request to the extent it seeks documents not within his possession, custody,

or control. Negari further objects to the Request as unduly burdensome to the extent it calls for

the production of documents more readily available from another source than Negari, including

XYZ, from whom Verisign has also requested such documents.

REQUEST NO. 15:

All communications between Negari or XYZ and Network Solutions relating to the XYZ

Promotion.

OBJECTION:

Negari objects to Verisign's definition of "XYZ Promotion" as noted above. Negari

objects to this Request as overbroad, unduly burdensome, harassing, and not reasonably

calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence to the extent it calls for the production

of "all communications" relating to the "XYZ Promotion." Negari further objects to this Request

on the grounds that it is overbroad and unduly burdensome in that it purports to call for the

production of "all" communications, without limitation as to time or subject matter. Negari also

objects to this Request on the grounds that it seeks information that is confidential and/or
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proprietary and of a highly sensitive competitive nature. Negari further objects to this Request to

the extent it calls for the production of information protected by the attorney-client privilege,

attorney-work-product doctrine, joint-defense or common-interest doctrine, or any other

applicable protection. Negari further objects to the Request to the extent it seeks documents not

within his possession, custody, or control. Negari further objects to the Request as unduly

burdensome to the extent it calls for the production of documents more readily available from

another source than Negari, including XYZ, from whom Verisign has also requested such

documents.

REQUEST NO. 16:

All communications between Negari or XYZ and any third person relating to the XYZ

Promotion.

OBJECTION:

Negari objects to Verisign's definition of "XYZ Promotion" as noted above. Negari

objects to this Request as overbroad, unduly burdensome, harassing, and not reasonably

calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence to the extent it calls for the production

of "all communications" relating to the "XYZ Promotion." Negari further objects to this Request

on the grounds that it is overbroad and unduly burdensome in that it purports to call for the

production of "all" communications with "any third person" and is not limited in time or subject

matter. Negari also objects to this Request on the grounds that it seeks information that is

confidential and/or proprietary and of a highly sensitive competitive nature. Negari further

objects to this Request to the extent it calls for the production of information protected by the

attorney-client privilege, attorney-work-product doctrine, joint-defense or common-interest

doctrine, or any other applicable protection. Negari further objects to the Request to the extent it

seeks documents not within his possession, custody, or control. Negari further objects to the

Request as unduly burdensome to the extent it calls for the production of documents more
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readily available from another source than Negari, including XYZ, from whom Verisign has also

requested such documents.

REQUEST NO. 17:

All communications between Negari or XYZ and any third person referencing .COM or

Verisign.

OBJECTION:

Negari objects to the undefined term ".COM" as vague and ambiguous. Negari objects to

this Request as overbroad, unduly burdensome, harassing, and not reasonably calculated to lead

to the discovery of admissible evidence to the extent it calls for the production of "all

communications" including any domain name or URL containing ".com" or referencing

"Verisign", Negari further objects to this Request on the grounds that it is overbroad and unduly

burdensome in that it purports to call for the production of "ail" communications with "any third

person" and is not limited in time or subject matter. Negari also objects to this Request on the

grounds that it seeks information that is confidential and/or proprietary and of a highly sensitive

competitive nature. Negari further objects to this Request to the extent it calls for the production

of information protected by the attorney-client privilege, attorney-work-product doctrine, joint-

defense or common-interest doctrine, or any other applicable protection. Negari also objects to

the Request to the extent it seeks documents not within his possession, custody, or control.

REQUEST NO. 18:

Your marketing plan for XYZ covering the period January 1, 2012 to present, and any

prior versions or drafts.

OBJECTION:

Negari objects to this Request on the grounds that the requested information is irrelevant,

immaterial, and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Negari

also objects to the phrase "Your marketing plan" as vague and ambiguous, Negari further objects
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to this Request on the grounds that it seeks information that is confidential and/or proprietary and

of a highly sensitive competitive nature. Negari also objects to the Request on the grounds that it

is overbroad and unduly burdensome in that it seeks production of all "versions or drafts".

REQUEST NO. 21:

Your business plan for XYZ covering the period January 1, 2012 to present, and any

prior versions or drafts.

OBJECTION:

Negari objects to this Request on the grounds that the requested information is irrelevant,

immaterial, and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Negari

also objects to the phrase "Your business plan" as vague and ambiguous. Negari further objects

to this Request on the grounds that it seeks information that is confidential and/or proprietary and

of a highly sensitive competitive nature. Negari also objects to the Request on the grounds that it

is overbroad and unduly burdensome in that it seeks production of all "versions or drafts".

REQUEST NO. 20:

All presentations (internal or external) mentioning .COM or Verisign.

OBJECTION:

Negari objects to this Request on the grounds that it is overbroad and unduly burdensome

in that it purports to call for the production of "all" such presentations and is not limited in time

or subject matter. Negari further objects to the undefined terms ".COM" and "presentations" as

vague and ambiguous. Negari objects to this Request as overbroad, unduly burdensome,

harassing, and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence to the

extent it calls for the production of "ail presentations" including any domain name or URL

containing ".coin". Negari further objects to this request as unduly burdensome to the extent it

calls for the production of documents more readily available from another source than Negari.

Negari also objects to this Request on the grounds that it seeks information that is confidential
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and/or proprietary, Negari further objects to the Request to the extent it seeks documents not

within his possession, custody, or control.

REQUEST NO. 21:

Documents reflecting all payments between any domain registrants (i.e., Network

Solutions, Xin Net Technology Corp.) involved in the XYZ Promotion.

OBJECTION:

Negari objects to Verisign's definition of "XYZ Promotion" as noted above. Negari also

objects to the undefined phrase "payments between any domain registrants" as vague,

ambiguous, and unintelligible when used in connection with the "XYZ Promotion". Negari

objects to the Request as not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible

evidence, harassing, overbroad, and unduly burdensome because to the extent Network Solutions

and Xin Net Technology Corp. are "domain registrants," that has no relevance to any claim or

defense in this action, including with respect to the XYZ Promotion. Negari further objects to

this request as unduly burdensome to the extent it calls for the production of documents more

readily available from another source than Negari. Negari also objects to the Request to the

extent it seeks information that is confidential and/or proprietary. Negari further objects to the

Request to the extent it seeks documents not within his possession, custody, or control.

REQUEST NO.22:

Your applications) to participate in ICANN's New gTLD Program.

OBJECTION:

Negari objects to this Request on the grounds that it is over broad and unduly

burdensome, seeks information that is not relevant, and that it is not reasonably calculated to lead

to the discovery of admissible evidence because any applications by Negari to participate in

ICANN's New gTLD program have no relevance to Verisign's unfair competition claim relating

to alleged false advertising in connection with the .xyz domain-name registry. Negari also
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objects that this Request is vague and ambiguous as to whether it requests applications pertaining

only to the .xyz new gTLD or also to other new gTLDs, and because applications relating to

other gTLDs would have no relevance to Verisign's unfair competition claim relating to alleged

false advertising in connection with the .xyz domain-name registry, Negari interprets this

Request as pertaining only to the .xyz new gTLD. Negari also objects to this Request on the

grounds that it seeks information that is highly confidential and/or proprietary, and includes

highly sensitive competitive information. Negari further objects to the Request as unduly

burdensome to the extent it calls for the production of documents more readily available from

another source than Negari, including XYZ, from whom Verisign has also requested such

documents.

REQUEST NO. 23:

One copy of all Complaints filed against you before any judicial or administrative body.

OBJECTION:

Negari objects to this Request on the grounds that it is over broad and unduly

burdensome, seeks information that is not relevant, and that it is not reasonably calculated to lead

to the discovery of admissible evidence because any such complaints have no relevance to

Verisign's unfair competition claim relating to alleged false advertising in connection with the

.xyz domain-name registry. Negari also objects to this Request on the grounds that it is

overbroad and unduly burdensome in that it purports to call for the production of "all"

Complaints and is not limited in time or subject matter.

REQUEST NO. 24: '

One copy of all settlement agreements to which you have been a party involving

cybersquatting, typo squatting, or other improper behavior.
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OBJECTION:

Negari objects to this Request on the grounds that it is over broad and unduly

burdensome, seeks information that is not relevant, and that it is not reasonably calculated to lead

to the discovery of admissible evidence because any such settlement agreements have no

relevance to Verisign's unfair competition claim relating to alleged false advertising in

connection with the .xyz domain-name registry. Negari objects to the undefined term "improper

behavior" as vague, ambiguous, and harassing. Negari also objects to this Request on the

grounds that it is overbroad and unduly burdensome in that it purports to call for the production

of "ail" settlement agreements and is not limited in time. Negari further objects to the Request on

the grounds that it seeks the production of confidential materials,

Dated April 15, 2015. NEw1v1AN DU Wogs LLP

~'~
Dere c A. Newman, admitted pro hac vice
100 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 940
Santa Monica, CA 90401
(310) 359-8200 Tel
(310) 359-8190 Fax

Timothy J. Battle
Timothy J. Battle Law Offices
VSB# 18538
524 King Street
Alexandria, VA 22320-4593
(703) 836-1216 Tel
(703) 549-3335 Fax
tjbattle@verizon.net

Counsel for Defendants XYZ, com, LLC
and Daniel Negari
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on April 15, 2015, I caused the foregoing to be served via first-class U.S.
Mail, with postage prepaid, with a courtesy copy by email to:

Nicholas Martin DePalma
Randall Karl Miller
.
Kevin Weigand
Venable LLP (Vienna)
8010 Towers Crescent Drive
Suite 300
Tysons Corner, VA 22182
Email: nicholas.depalma@venable.com
Email: rlcmiller@venable.com
Email: I{WWeigand@Venable.com

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

/~~`` ~C
Sarah Skaggs
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